Let 6. be a triangulation of some polygonal domain DeR 2 and let S; (6.) denote the space of all bivariate polynomial splines of smoothness rand degree q with respect to 6.. We present a Hermite type interpolation scheme for S~(6.), q~}r + 2, that possesses 'optimal approximation order O(h q + 1 ).
Introduction
Let D C R 2 be a polygonal domain, and let 6 . denote a regular triangulation of D. The space of bivariate 'P0lynomial spEnes of degree q and smoothness , with respect to 6 . is defined by where ITq := span {xiyj :i 20, j 2 0, i + j :::;q} is the space of bivariate polynomials of total degree q.
In the literature, point sets that admit unique Lagrange and Hermite interpolation by spaces 5; (6.) of spEnes of degree q anel smoothness , were constructed for cross cut partitions 6 ., in particular for 6. 1 and 6. 2 -partitions [1, 7, 17, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28] . Results on the approximation order of these interpolation methods were given in [7,13,17,21,22.25.27,28] .
In the case of an abitrary triangulation 6 ., the finite-element method provides a tool to construct Hermite type interpolation schemes for 5;(6.) with optimal approximation order O(h q +
),
where h is the maximal diameter of the triangles in 6..
However, as shown in [30] ' this technique only works if q 2 4, + 1.
On the other hand, the approximation power of the spline space 5; (6.) for q 2 :3, + 2 was studied in [4, 8, 9. 18 ]. Particularly. in [8. 18 ] it was shown that for a sufficiently smooth function f, (1.1) where f{ is a constant that depenels only on f, r, q and the smallest angle (h.. in 6..
(Great difficulties in the constructions and proofs of [8, 18] were caused by the desire to have this f{ independent on the geometry of 6. except the obviously unavoidable dependence on eö..) If q < 31 + 2, then the optimal approximation order fails for certain triangulations (see [.5 
]).
In this paper we present a Hermite type interpolation scheme for 5;(6.), q 2 31"+2, that possesses optimal approximation order O( h 4 + 1 ) in the same sense as in [8, 18 ]' i.e., the corresponding constant f{ eloes not depenel on the geometrie structure of 6 . Thus, we give a new proof of (1.1) that makes use of interpolation instead of quasi-interpolation methods developeel in [8, 18] . The details of our construction are given in Seetion 2, whereas the main result of the paper, Theorem :3.1 about the approximation order, as well as its proof are presenteel in Section :).
Let us emphasize that our technique is quite different from that of [8] and [18] . In each of these papers a stable local basis for a superspEne subspace of S~C6.) was constructed first by using Bernstein-Bezier techniques, and then the basis functions were used to build up ä quasi-interpolation operator that yielded the optimal approximation order. In contrast to this, we argue directly with nodal functionals, as it is common in the finite-element methoel. However, as mentioned above, the classical finite-element techniques coulel only work if q 2': 41' + 1. In order to handle the case q 2': :31' + 2, we had to develop a new approach that hael its roots in the idea of "weak interpolation" introeluceel in [21] anel further developeel in [25] and [13] . Furt hermore, we needeel a new description of C' smoothness across edges in terms of nodal functionals (see Lemma :3.2).
As a by-product of our construction, we get a noelal basis for the space of superspEnes S~,P (6.) :={SES~ (6.) 
{SI,""
Sn} and the basis for S~,P (6.) constructeel in [16] by using Bernstein-Bezier techniques. Particularly, the supports of basis functions are the same. However, the minimal determining set of [16] cannot be transformeel by stanelard Bernstein-Bezier arguments into a Hermite interpolation scheme of our type.
N odal Functionals
Given a regular triangulation 6., An edge e attached to v is said to be rwndegenerate at v if it is either a boundary edge or an interior eelge which fails to be degenerate.
In the finite element methocl piecewise polynomial trial functions are usually eletermined by their values and derivatives at some points, so-called nodal values (see, e.g., [29, p. 101] ). In [19, 12] anel [26] this technique was applied to the study of spline spaces S~(i.l), q ::::5. and supersplines S;,P (.6) with p ::::2r and q ::::2p + 1, respecti vely.
We set 
ancl clefine N(T) to be the set of noclal funetionals assigning to every function f E C(,O) the fo11owing noclal values:
We set
Proof. It is easy to see that . We will prove Theorem 3.1 at the end of this section, after establishing severallemmas.
In the first two lemmas we consider a simple triangulation consisting of two triangles and establish some relations between nodal values of two polynomials defined on each triangle and joined together with C,. smoothness across a common edge of the triangles. Furthermore, let 5 be a piecewise polynomial function on Tl U Tz such that 
Proof. Evidently . 
for all a = 0,. ". k. This, together with (3.:3), imply that
Consider (:3.6) as a system
Thus, we have 
[ is an m x m ielentity matrix, 0 is an rn x rn zero matrix, anel B is a certain m x m matrix. Since the eleterminant of C is a nonzero constant multiple of
A is nonsingular . Therefore,
where IIA-liloo is bouneleel by a constant elepenelent only on r. Particularly, for all 
respectively. By a. uniqueness a.rgument, it is easy to check that anel, consequently,
Therefore, we have hL"+13ID~D~liU-S)(Ui)I),
j=1,2 (y=O
whe1'e h ' 1.5 (: 3.10) anel henee. 2) This part can be established by exactly the same arguments, the only difference being that the terms 
IID;D).L.LU -s)IIC(e) :s; Kh-~I-IL (h m max IID;'-).L' D).L~fIIC(e)

(V) U JVT,3(V) U NT.4(V).
For e'lery triangle T E~with 'lertiees U1, U2, V3 and edges el, e2, e3, let 3 3 NT:=
Finally. we neeel a set of noelal functionals Ni offinite-element type. Let T E 6.., let v be a vertex of T. anel let the eelges el. e2 of T be attaehed to v. Then JV; (v) is defineel to be the set of noelal funetionals corresponding to the nodal 'lalues where Furthermore, for e'lery eelge e of T we elefine Ni( e) to be the set of nodal functionals assigning to e'lery function fEe" (D) the following nodal 'lalues: _3 .
IIq_37'_3-unisolvenL we have p = 0, and henee, p = O .
• vYe also need some loeal geometrie eharaeteristies of the triangulation. Let e be any interior edge of the triangulation 0., and let v and Vi be its vertiees. 
where hT is the diameter oI T. (md I( depends only on r. q and eT.
Proof. Since N(T) c N;nNT. we do not need to estimate Il/"U -s) I for l/" E N(T).
Moreover, by simmetry. it is enough to consider N; (u) for a vertex v of T, and N; (e) for an edge e of T.
:22
'vVe consider three cases. 
lIENT.2(Vi)
If now ei is nonelegenerate. at Vi. then by the elefinition of jVT, (3.20) In view of (3. VT.3 (v, ) where /"""1 elepenels only on Cf anel eT. Finally, let e be one of the eelges of T. say e = ei. Then for any v" E }V;, (:3.26) anel (:3.1.5) follows from (: 3.21) or (3.25) if ei is an interior eelge of 0. H, otherwise. ei is a bounelary eelge. then, similar to the above. Lemma 
_P-_f-L~I
with K3 being elepenelent only on q anel e T . which. in view of (3.26) , implies (:3.15) .
•
In the following lemma we use stanelard finite-element techniques to get an estimation of IlsITllc(T) in terms of the noclal functionals v E NT' '" -', J"
we have (3.33) li DO: DP(j' --)11
for all a, ß 2: O. 0: + 3~m. As a consequence. for every 1/ E .M;.
(:3.34)
IIDmlDm-rnlj'll 3) As we have seen. T C supp Si implies I/i E JVT. Therefore, it suffices to show that for each fixed v E N the set consists either of a single triangle 01' of some triangles sharing one common vertex. Since The only necessary change in the construction is that in the definition of N (e) one should take KIJ-;= min {Cf -2p -1 +~L, Cf -}r -1 -(1' -~) mod2} .
All results of Seetion :3 and Section 4 remain valid. Let us also remark thaL according to Theorem 4.1. 2). our basis is best possible for the space S;.P(~) in regard to the size of the supports of the basis funetions. It shares this property with the basis constructed in [16] . The bases in [8. 18] fail to be least supported. but they have the advantage that the stability inequality (4.3) holds for them without sin!"ij.0. in the right hand side, i.e., they enjoy stability even in the presence of near-degenerate edges.
Finally. we note that the property of local linear independence established for our basis in Theorem 4.1. 1), plays an important role in the theory of almost interpolation (see [12, 14, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ).
